Antipodes® is a Scientifically Validated Organic Beauty brand™ pioneering a new niche in skincare globally. It features revolutionary Vinanza® antioxidants from New Zealand grown superfruit, nutrient-rich avocado oil, and antibacterial manuka honey. Certified vegan and vegetarian, Antipodes® is designed for eco-conscious world citizens.

Antipodes is created and made in Aotearoa New Zealand, a pure Pacific land that is one of the most beautiful countries on earth. Its remote and mystical landscape, in which plants and trees have evolved in isolation over millions of years, gives rise to unique botanical ingredients first recognised for their skin benefits and healing powers by the ancient Māori.
ALTRUISM

Passionate about nourishing local communities, particularly in the areas of science, youth and healthy living, Antipodes donates both products and funding to causes in these areas each year.

Nourishing local communities

Each year Antipodes donate over 2,000 products as well as financial contributions to community groups including Alzheimers New Zealand, Systemic Music and the Malaghan Institute of Medical Technology. They also donate to a number of sports groups and schools throughout Samoa, India and New Zealand.

WWF: world wide fund for nature

Antipodes is the first ever beauty brand in the world to partner with the WWF in New Zealand, the planet’s largest and most experienced independent conservation organisation. The historic partnership will see Antipodes donate NZD$60,000 to WWF-New Zealand in order to help save the Māui Dolphins.
WELLNESS HOTEL COLLECTION

Delve into the nature-inspired world of Antipodes with the Hotel Collection. This luxurious collection is infused with botanical extracts and blends to stir the senses and delight discerning travellers across the globe.